
  

AN OLD DUELING PISTOL. 

It Has Soen 400 Yours of Service 

Still in Good Condition. 

Major Moore has among his collec- 
tion of curios a dueling pistol which 
was brought to this country fran En- 
gland by one of the earliest sputlers 
of Virginia. The weapon, which is 
a flint-lock, is fully 400 years old, and 
is still in good condition. and if 
capped with a bit of flint and loaded 
could be fired. 

The pistol has a brass barrel, which 
unscrews about an inch from the 
flash-pan. To load it the barrel is 
unscrewed, the powder poured in and 
rammed down. The bare) is then 
replaced and the bullet, about three 
times as large as a phic is 

dropped in. The sight is on the side 
of the barrel, about midway between 
the trigier and the muzzle. Instead 
of sighting over a point on the ex- 

tremé top of the barrel, as one does 
when hand! modern revolver, 
the old pistol wa: id that the 
sight was taken over the knuckles of 
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REV. DR. TALMAGE. 
The Eminent Brooklyn Divine's Sun. 

day Sermon. 

Subject: “Heaven's Redeemed Multitude® 

(Preached fn London 
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in this world men prefer different kindsof 
government. The United States wants a 
republic, [he British Government nee ts to 
be a constitutional monarchy. Austria 

wants absoluteam, But when they coms uo 
from earth from different nationalities they 
will prefer one graat monarchy —~King Jesus 
ruer over it. Anlif thst monarchy wers 
disbanded and it were submitted to all the 
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glory, Ohl can you imagine it? What a 
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of naosalities, “of all Nations and kindreds 
and people and tongues, ” 

My subject advances and tells you of 
the dress of those in heaven. The object of 
firess in this world is ust only to veil the 
body but to adorn it, The God who dresses 
up the spring morning with blus ribbon of 
sky around the brow and earrings of dew. 
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When people were taken into the Temple 
of Diana It was such a brilliant room that 
they were always put on their gnarl Sowue 
people had lost their sight Ly just looking 
on the brilliancy of that rooms, and so the 
janitor when he brought a stranzer to the 
door and let Bim in would always charge 

**Take heed of your eyes, 
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soul's darkness ™ And the chorus will coms 
in, “Uhrist, the morning star shining on the 
soul's darkness.” They will sing a flower 
song, saying, “Who is He that urightened 
ali our way, and breathed sweetness u on 
our soul, and bloomed through frost and 
tempest? And the chorus will come in, 
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My friends, will you join that anthem? 
Shall we make rehearsal this morning? It 
we cannot sing that song on earth we will 
not be able to sing it in heaven, Can it be 
that our good friends in thas land will walk 
all through that great of which 1 
peti looking for us and not fndiog \ 

Vill they come down to the gate and ask 
we have passed through, and not find us 

as having come? Will they 
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A Human Analysis, 

Dr. Lancaster, the famous London 
shysician and surgeon, who analyzed the 
Soy of a man in 1875, gives the follow 
ing result of his unique experiment : The 
body operated upon weighed 158 pounds 
exactly. From this mass of flesh, bones, 
muscles, etc., he obtained 23.1 pounds 
of carbon, 2.2 pounds of lime, 22.8 ounces 
of phosphorus, and 1 ounce cach of sod. 
jum (salt), iron, potassium, magnesium 
and silicon. Besides the above “solids” 
hie obtained from the came subject 5,505 
cubic feet of oxygen and 103,900 cubic 
feet of hydrogen, this latter weighing 15 
pounds four ounces, and 52 cubic feet of 
nitrogen. All of these clements com - 
bined into the following: One hundred 
and twenty-one pounds of water, 16 
pounds of gelatine, 1 1-8 pounds of fat, 
8 pounds of fibrin and albumen, 7 pounds 
of phosphate of lime and 22-8 pounds of 
other mineral substances, | 8t, Louis Re- 
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